MORE INDIVIDUALITY
NEW BATHROOM DESIGN SERIES
MORE COMFORT
SENSOWASH
MORE HYGIENE / TECHNOLOGY
DURAVIT RIMLESS
In a society with even more differentiated lifestyles, Duravit has identified two significant trends: more individuality and more comfort. It is our goal to identify trends and interpret them through a contemporary aesthetic lens, defined by pure, unique, sustainable elegance. Our efforts are focused on our customer demands: on those seeking a personal bathroom retreat, on those who prefer individuality over a common market fixture, on those who value simplicity and authentic originality over unnecessary complexity. These qualities embody the one-of-a-kind dream bathrooms that you can create with Duravit and its vast team of world-renowned designers.
ME by Starck: A new bathroom series by Duravit and Philippe Starck that appeals to every style – pure, elegant, natural or raw. With ME by Starck, we invite you to be your own designer. A wide variety of bathtub, shower tray, toilet, bidet, washbasin, furniture basin, washbowl and vanity basin sizes with optionally matching siphon cover, pedestal or vanity unit, as wall-mounted or floor standing version with chrome feet are designed to pair together perfectly, and highlight every personality. Especially yours.

HOW CAN YOU CREATE A MODERN, YET TIMELESS BATHROOM SERIES, THAT ADAPTS TO THE A WIDE ARRAY OF TASTES AND LIFESTYLES? BY REDUCING ITS DESIGN ENTIRELY AND FOCUSING ON INDIVIDUALITY - THE UNIQUE PERSONALITY OF THE USER.

JUST ADD YOU.
Reduction, functionality and clarity: timeless design is the answer to an overcrowded world. The longing for clear-cut structure is reflected in a puristic lifestyle: pure materials with a clear, expressive design. No accessory is superfluous, every thing has its place and its significance. Perfect for ME by Starck. Right image: furniture washbasin 40 1/2" width with L-Cube furniture. Small image: ME by Starck washbasin 23 5/8" with pedestal.

PERFECTLY DESIGNED FORMS THAT ARE NEITHER INTRUSIVE NOR DOMINATING, THEREFORE LEAVING AMPLE ROOM FOR BOTH INDIVIDUALITY AND DESIGN: ME BY STARCK IS THE RESULT AND THE FRAMEWORK FOR YOUR OWN PERSONAL STYLE.
Genuine elegance is timeless and arises from high demands. It is a combination of selected materials and subtle luxury. Extravagant – but not extroverted – just like ME by Starck which blends perfectly into opulent ambiances. From left to right: Furniture washbasin 32 5/8”, with matching vanity unit L-Cube in Dolomite Grey. The ideal complement: Cape Cod freestanding bathtub and mirror with LED light by Philippe Starck. Wall-mounted toilet with shower-toilet seat SensoWash® Slim. Bidet and wall-mounted toilet. Furniture washbasin with L-Cube vanity unit and chrome feet. ME by Starck Two-Piece toilet.
JUST ADD YOU.
THE SPIRIT OF CAPE COD
Archaic forms, innovative ceramics and solid real wood. Philippe Starck took these elements and transformed them into a bathroom series that refreshes the eye, body and soul.
The characteristic feature of the Cape Cod bathroom furniture collection is the perfect fusion of material and design. Manufactured of solid natural wood, each item becomes one of a kind. The Vintage Oak version, with its naturally uneven console edges, symbolizes driftwood found at the Atlantic coast, bringing the sensation of ocean air into the bathroom. The version in White High Gloss, available with an optional integrated low cabinet, offers an elegant alternative to the solid wood variant. Just as wash bowl and bathroom furniture, the Cape Cod bathtub fuses material and form, creating innovative unity.

THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A WASH BOWL QUITE LIKE CAPE COD: ATTRACTIVE IN ITS HIGH GRADE PORCELAIN FINISH, IT FEATURES ELEGANT, FINE EDGES THAT MEASURE ONLY 1/4" IN THICKNESS. MADE POSSIBLE BY THE INNOVATIVE DURACERAM® MATERIAL, ITS RESULT PROVIDES OUTSTANDING ELEGANCE WITHOUT COMPROMISING QUALITY, ROBUSTNESS OR EASE OF CARE.
P3 COMFORTS
COMFORT FOR ALL SENSES.
P3 Comforts provides the ultimate comfort – in look, feel and function. One of the distinguishing design features of the P3 Comforts washbasin is the tap platform. It separates the wet and dry areas and creates a generous surface area to accommodate both faucet and bathroom essentials. The narrow washbasin rim creates an air of lightness and elegance. It offers a pleasant look and feel and is also highly functional, as it allows for a maximized inner basin. A perfect match for P3 Comforts is the L-Cube furniture range.

A PERFECT BATHROOM IS ONE THING. A SPACE THAT TAKES EVERY ASPECT OF COMFORT LITERALLY AND THAT COMBINES PRACTICALITY WITH EMOTION IS QUITE ANOTHER. WELCOME TO P3 COMFORTS.
The shower tray made of DuraSolid® can be flush-mounted, semi-recessed or surface-mounted. Its broad edge serves as storage space, while the rim’s outlet cover can be removed. Water quickly flows off its almost level, non-slip surface. The built-in bathtub also reflects the flowing forms and gentle transitions that distinguish the P3 Comforts range. As with the washbasin, the tap fitting sits on the slightly raised platform that also serves as a shelf. The built-in bathtub is available in 63” x 27 1/2”, 66 7/8” x 27 1/2” and 66 7/8” x 29 1/2”, with a comfortable backrest slope situated on either the left or right side.
With Starck 1, Philippe Starck and Duravit have returned to the origins of wellness. The result is a modern classic that doesn’t have to be “optimized”: since their market launch in 1994, all products in the range have been meticulously handcrafted using the same methods.

BACK TO THE BEGINNINGS OF BATHING CULTURE: IN 1994, INSPIRED BY THE BUCKET, THE TUB AND THE WASH BOWL, PHILIPPE STARCK CREATED A COMPLETE BATHROOM RANGE FEATURING PIONEERING CRAFTSMANSHIP THAT IS AS NEW AND FRESH TODAY AS IT WAS THEN.
Tranquility. Clarity. Space for contemplation. L-Cube is a bathroom furniture program that eliminates all unnecessary elements. The geometry of the sleek, rectangular furniture fronts remain uninterrupted by hardware. For the handle-free pullout compartments on the vanity units, a new drawer technology was developed – it opens via push-to-open technology and closes with self-closing action. The inside of the drawers, finished in diamond black, is divided into variable compartments that keep bathroom essentials properly organized.

L-CUBE
Horizontal or vertical? The shelf elements with variable compartment layouts can be fitted either way. Open and closed fronts, or the combination of different finishes, such as real wood and lacquer, create interesting visual collages.

L-CUBE IS THE CONNECTING ELEMENT BETWEEN THE BATHROOM ITSELF AND THE ELEMENTS WITHIN, TRANSFORMING IT INTO A “PLATFORM” FOR SANITARY CERAMICS, TAP FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES.
A plinth panel or chrome feet can be used to put things on firm footing wherever wall-mounted installation is not possible. They can be attached to any point at the base.
L-Cube consoles can be up to 78 3/4” long and can be paired with vanity units running across their entire length. With one or two drawers below, they form a sturdy and elegant unit. The shadow gap between the counter-top and the vanity unit creates a sense of lightness. The dimensions of the mirror correspond to those of the L-Cube furniture and therefore complement the washing area to perfection. Its bright, glare-free light frame can be switched on or off with a single touch of the hand and creates a warm and pleasant atmosphere.
Not without reason is the Vero ceramic series a modern design classic that has now been a Duravit bestseller for more than a decade: its consistently rectangular design is not only elegant but timeless. With its new bathroom furniture collection, Vero has been promoted to a complete series. Now, it can be adapted to suit any personal style and ambiance, with a great choice of applications and finishes, including High Black Gloss ceramics and furniture finishes in White High Gloss or Ticino Cherry Tree. Perfectly matched to the rectangular form of the ceramics, the furniture boasts a distinctive look, high-quality fittings, and sleek, diverse application possibilities. The contrast between the horizontal grain of the veneer and the characteristic vertical handle is an integral part of the design. The optional LED ambient lighting accentuates Vero’s qualities in a decidedly understated way.
The Stonetto shower tray creates an entirely new and natural shower sensation. Manufactured entirely of DuraSolid®, the shower area as well as drain cover form a single visual unit. The result: a surface that not only looks like stone, but also feels as robust as stone. With color options in anthracite, sand or white, Stonetto harmonizes perfectly with the any bathroom ambience.

STONETTO CAN BE INSTALLED IN VARIOUS APPLICATIONS: FLUSH-MOUNTED, SEMI-RECESSED OR SURFACE-MOUNTED. AS THE SHOWER TRAY IS SELF-SUPPORTING, IT CAN EVEN BE INSTALLED WITHOUT A SUPPORT FRAME.
The Delos range of bathroom furniture sets new standards in minimalist, comfortable bathroom design. There are no handles to interrupt the clear aesthetics: the cabinets have slightly overlapping doors and the drawers function using push-to-open technology. The sturdy glass shelves inside are enclosed in aluminum profiles at the front and back edge. In conjunction with the Diamond Black interior, they appear almost invisible. The console has no visible carrier construction, which gives it a light, floating character. Delos lights and mirrors feature the same reduced design: the mirror and console wall form a flat surface that is crowned by a canopy of light. The mirror and mirrored cabinets are reflective on all sides.
LIKE THE GREEK MYTHOLOGICAL ISLAND OF THE SAME NAME, THIS BATHROOM FURNITURE SERIES FEATURES A REDUCED, FLOATING DESIGN WITH SMART, CONCEALED FUNCTIONS.
OPENSPEACE B
OpenSpace is the shower enclosure that maximizes the bathroom. This is thanks to an innovative functional principle: profiles made of high-gloss polished aluminum form the frame alongside the wall, without jutting into the room. After showering, the glass doors can simply be “folded” back against the wall.

With OpenSpace B, Duravit takes the successful concept to a new level: good value for money is based on the simpler design of the wall profiles. The narrow chrome frame surrounding the doors creates the perfect contour and ensures stability.
THE FINE SIGNATURE OF ITALIAN DESIGN. HIGH FUNCTIONALITY FOR A WIDE APPLICATION SCOPE. AND - ALL AT AN EXTREMELY AFFORDABLE PRICE. THIS IS THE COMPLETE DURAVIT BATHROOM RANGE, DURASTYLE.
Designed by Matteo Thun, DuraStyle is deliberately discreet in its design, and blends harmoniously into any bathroom environment for this very reason. Neutral and classic, DuraStyle features rounded edges and rims. According to designer Matteo Thun, it is a series “that is not just about design but that is also fully functional”. With a vast choice of styles and sizes, the bathroom ceramics and furniture adapt to any room size, style and budget.
Happy D.2 embodies the ultimate in feminine beauty. This is thanks to its sleek, yet delicate rounded edges, which carry throughout the entire bathroom series - ceramics, tubs, bathroom furniture - and give Happy D.2 its distinctive, archetypal design. (On the left) mirror cabinet, furniture washbasin with vanity unit in Linen (decor). (This page from top to the bottom) Washbowl, freestanding bathtub and washbasin with vanity unit, washbasin, freestanding and wall-mounted toilet and bidet.
WATER, WARMTH AND MODERN HYGIENE TECHNOLOGY COMBINED IN ONE REFRESHING DESIGN - THE UNIQUE RANGE OF SENSOWASH® SHOWER-TOILETS.

SENSOWASH® C
SHOWER TOILETS

Silently closing seat and lid
Design by Philippe Starck
Easy-care surface
User detection
Night light: illuminated inner bowl
Rearwash, Ladywash, Power
Infrared sensor
Quick release: easy seat unit removal
Integrated seat heating
Elegant, ergonomic lines
Nothing is as fundamental, hygienic, natural and refreshing as cleaning with water. This is why Duravit created SensoWash® – a shower-toilet seat that redefines comfort, quality of life and modern toilet hygiene. (Left side) Wallmounted toilet with SensoWash® Slim. (Bottom) Easy cleaning. The cover, made of a robust material (Duroplast) with a non-porous and highly scratch-resistant finish, can be removed easily.
Produced specifically for the North American market, the Architec panel tub by Duravit is a modern approach to the standard alcove bathtub. The ideal option for small spaces, this compact tub eliminates the requirement for costly installation fees while providing lasting benefits, such as easy cleaning and a sleek appearance. Comprised of durable, high-performance acrylic, the Architec tub is a flexible, affordable option for condensed, contemporary spaces. It features a distinct flat apron front, an integral tile flange on three sides that allows for a continuous flow of the front panel to the floor.
Duravit’s One-Piece generation unites design-oriented sanitaryware with innovative solutions for toilets. They form an ideal basis for individual bathroom design in private and hotel bathrooms alike. The Two-Piece toilets offer the performance you demand and with design you expect.
STARCK 3
FLUSHOMETER
TOILETS.
A practical solution for all applications: the timelessly modern Starck 3 collection brings the style of internationally renowned designer Philippe Starck and the top-quality of Duravit to the semipublic and public sectors. The floor standing and wall-mounted Starck 3 flushometer toilets are available with visible flushometers. The wall-mounted version is also optionally available with concealed flushometer. The matching seats are available in an open-front version with or without lid.
(Left page) (1) Everything in its place: the Ketho mirror cabinet, here in Basalt Matt, offers a generous interior for bathroom utensils. Additional storage space is provided by the vanity units, shown here with the D-Code furniture washbasin. (2) The 2nd floor washbasin with wall-mounted vanity unit in Anthracite Oak creates a warm bathroom atmosphere. Also available as washbasin with siphon cover. (3) Foster wash bowl. (4) The Fogo console, shown in American Walnut, can be combined with various countertop basins. (5) Over time, many charming pieces were added to 1930 Series to create the complete collection as we know it today. (Right side) X-Large comes in an extra-large range of bathroom furniture variants, shown here in White High Gloss. It looks great when combined with one of the various above-counter basins from Duravit.
CLASSICS